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Information about the star and the charts
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The target star is UCAC4 472-128466, Gaia mag. 10.3. It is located in southwestern Pisces, 

about halfway from the distinctive Pisces Circlet and the Aquarius Water Jar. The series of 

charts below, most with either the zenith or the nadir up as seen from Phoenix, AZ, start from 

a full horizon view and zoom in to detailed views of the target star. A circle shows the 

approximately 5° field of view of the 8-inch scope 9x50 finder scopes. The rectangle for the 

other charts shows the area that we should see with the QHY camera. Some stars near the 

target are labelled A through F on some of the charts; B is skipped to avoid possible confusion 

with beta () Piscium. You should be able to see all of the stars, except the target, in the finder 

scope unless the clouds are too thick; light pollution might wash out the fainter stars like F. 

Designations, magnitudes, and J2000 coordinates are given below:

Designation        Mag.  RA h   m      s   Dec °  

 Psc gamma Piscium  3.2 23  17  09.5    +03  16  56

 Psc Fum al Samakah 4.5 23  03  52.6 +03  49  12

Star A   SAO 127894 5.1 23  00  42.9 +03  00  43

Star C  SAO 127860 5.7 22  57  32.8 +03  48  37

Star D  SAO 127794 6.5 22  50  38.3    +04  04  06

Star E  SAO 127806       6.9 22  51  41.6 +04  47  10

Star F  SAO 127823 8.3 22  53  35.4 +04  14  04

Target  4U 472-128466 10.3 22 53  00.1 +04 20 36 = TYC 0572-01240-1

After all of the charts for the target, I give level 4 (finder scope) and level 7 (telescopic) views 

for the alignment stars Fomalhaut and Deneb, and the PAE star Markab (alpha Pegasi). 

These alignment charts all have zenith down, for more direct views with both the finder and 

main scopes.



Full-Sky View (Guide Level 1)
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W111.72 deg N33.62 deg

2019 12 29  3:33:41

Level 1 Full Sky for Occultation 

of UCAC4 472-128466 = TYC 0572-01240-1

by (11351) Leucus to mag. 4.2

This full sky view for the time of the occultation has 

west at the bottom since the target area is in the 

west. Objects below the western horizon are

shown since they will be above the horizon

when you start alignment some 2-3 hrs

before the occultation. For alignment, 

we are only interested in finding and 

tracking the target, so we only care

about the western sky; ignore Orion, 

the Pleiades, Sirius, and other 

wonders in the east. The first 

alignment star should be 

Fomalhaut, the only bright star

(ignoring the Moon & Venus) in the 

southwest, to the left of the target,

which is marked with a small red “x”. 

The 2nd alignment star should be to the

right of the target; Deneb is best, but

any bright star in the Summer Triangle,

or Enif, should work. More detailed 

views follow this one.
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Western sky naked-eye view (Guide Level 2)
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Markab, the lower star of the Great Square of Pegasus, should be used for the PAE alignment refinement. The

target is centered (red “x”), as for most following charts. Zenith is up, for Phoenix area, but similar elsewhere.



Naked-eye view, zoomed in (Guide Level 3)
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The finder scope field of view, centered on the target star, is shown with its crosshairs.

The finder scope field (FOV) is reversed, so rotate this chart 180 for its view.





Binoculars/Finder Scope (Guide Level 4)
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Zenith is still up (for Phoenix). The finder scope field of view (FOV) is shown, but its 

view is upside down, so rotate this chart 180 when using the finder scope.





Detailed finder scope view (Guide Level 5)
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The target (still not visible) is marked with a small red “x” in the center. This is the only view that shows both the

finder scope FOV (large circle with crosshair) and the approximate 8-in. telescope FOV, so you see how accurately

you need to be centered. This is last chart with zenith “up”; rotate 180 for both finder scope & telescope FOV’s.
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Wide telescopic view (Guide Level 6, Zenith DOWN)
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The target star is circled in red. If you set up the scope according to the instructions, the QHY 

camera FOV should be close to that shown by the small rectangle (orientation, too).
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Telescopic view (Guide Level 7, Zenith DOWN)
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The target star is circled in red. If you set up the scope according to the instructions, the QHY 

camera FOV should be close to that shown by the small rectangle (orientation, too).
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Google Sky View (south up)

This is the most detailed view, but the stars don’t show as well as with the Guide views.

The orientation is different from the earlier views. The target star, center, is circled lightly

in red and the rectangle shows the approximate QHY camera FOV.
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The QHY Field of View with the Target Star

Red marks identify the target star, just to the right of center.
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Sharpcap screen of the Target Field

This is the view with OCC, but for the occultation, be sure to use FASTOCC.
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Fomalhaut Finder Scope (Guide Level 4, zenith DOWN)
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HORIZON (but Fomalhaut is much higher 2h before when you will align the scope)



Fomalhaut telescopic view (Guide Level 7, Zenith DOWN)

O

Fomalhaut has a small red circle in its center. If you set up the scope according to the instructions, 

the QHY camera FOV will probably be close to that shown by the small rectangle (orientation, too).



Deneb Finder Scope (Guide Level 4, zenith DOWN)
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Deneb telescopic view (Guide Level 7, Zenith DOWN)
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Deneb has a small red circle in its center. If you set up the scope according to the instructions, the 

QHY camera FOV will probably be close to that shown by the small rectangle (orientation, too).



Markab Finder Scope (Guide Level 4, zenith DOWN)
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Markab telescopic view (Guide Level 7, Zenith DOWN)

O

Markab has a small red circle in its center. If you set up the scope according to the instructions, the 

QHY camera FOV will probably be close to that shown by the small rectangle (orientation, too).


